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Photoactivation and inactivation of Arabidopsis cryptochrome 2

Qin Wang,1,2,4 Zecheng Zuo,1,2,4 Xu Wang,1,2,4 Lianfeng Gu,4 Takeshi Yoshizumi,4 Zhaohui Yang,1 Liang Yang,1,2,4 Qing Liu,1,2,4 Wei Liu,1,2,4 Yun-Jeong Han,5 Jeong-II Kim,5 Bin Liu,6 James A. Wohlschlegel,7 Minami Matsui,8 Yoshito Oka,1,4† Chentao Lin1,4†

Cryptochromes are blue-light receptors that regulate development and the circadian clock in plants and animals. We found that Arabidopsis cryptochrome 2 (CRY2) undergoes blue light–dependent homodimerization to become physiologically active. We identified BIC1 (blue-light inhibitor of cryptochromes 1) as an inhibitor of plant cryptochromes that binds to CRY2 to suppress the blue light–dependent dimerization, photobody formation, phosphorylation, degradation, and physiological activities of CRY2. We hypothesize that regulated dimerization governs homeostasis of the active cryptochromes in plants and other evolutionary lineages.

The Arabidopsis genome encodes two cryptochromes (CRYs), CRY1 and CRY2, which act as photoreceptors mediating blue-light inhibition of hypocotyl elongation and long-day (LD) stimulation of floral initiation (1–4). CRYs regulate light responses by interacting with CRY signaling partners, such as CIBs (cryptochrome-interacting basic helix-loop-helices) and COP1/SPA (constitutive photomorphogenic 1 suppressor of PhyA-105), to regulate blue light–responsive gene expression changes and photophysiology responses (5–7). Homodimers are the physiologically active form of plant CRYs, but it has remained unclear how light affects CRY dimerization or photoactivation (8, 9). Photoactivated CRYs are also expected to undergo inactivation to maintain sustainable photosensitivity of the cell, which may be accomplished by thermal relaxation or other mechanisms (10).

We reasoned that identification of possible negative regulators of CRYs may help to elucidate the photoactivation and inactivation mechanisms of CRYs. We therefore screened for such genes in the Arabidopsis FOX (full-length cDNA overexpressing gene hunting system) library, which contains transgenic lines individually overexpressing about 10,000 independent full-length Arabidopsis cDNAs (11). We identified multiple FOX lines (bic1d-1, bic1d-2, and bic1d-3) that overexpress the same gene and exhibit similar phenotypes resembling that of the bic1d-2 mutant (12), including blue light–insensitive hypocotyl growth, reduced blue-light stimulation of anthocyanin accumulation and gene expression, and delayed floral initiation in LD photoperiod (Fig. 1 and figs. S1 and S2). The corresponding FOX gene was identified and referred to as BIC1 (Blue-light Inhibitor of Cryptochromes 1, At3G44450), which has an Arabidopsis homolog referred to as BIC2 (At3G44450) (fig. S3). BIC1 and BIC2 appear to be nuclear proteins (fig. S4).

Independent transgenic lines overexpressing various BIC fusion proteins under control of either the constitutive promoters or the respective BIC promoters recapitulated the light-insensitive phenotypes of the BICI-overexpressing FOX lines and the cry1 cry2 mutant (Fig. 1 and fig. S1). The bic1 and bic2 monogenic mutants showed no obvious phenotypic alterations, whereas the bic1 bic2 double mutant and the BIC RNA interference lines exhibited phenotypes mimicking that of the CRY-overexpressing plants (Fig. 1 and figs. S2, S5, and S6), which suggests that BIC1 and BIC2 act redundantly to inhibit the function of CRYs. Analyses of the genetic interactions between the BIC and CRY genes support this hypothesis (fig. S7): Neither bic1 bic2 mutation nor bic2 overexpression altered the blue light–insensitive phenotypes of the cry1 cry2 mutant (fig. S7, D to F), whereas overexpression of BIC1 or BIC2 effectively suppressed the blue light–hypersensitive phenotype of plants overexpressing CRY2 (fig. S7C).

The cry1 cry2 mutation and BIC overexpression caused similar transcriptome changes in response to blue light (Fig. 2 and table S2), which suggests that BICs inhibit early photoresponses of CRYs. As reported previously (13–16), CRY1 and CRY2 underwent blue light–dependent phosphorylation and the phosphorylated CRY2 was degraded rapidly (Fig. 3, A to E, and fig. S8, upshifted bands). However, neither blue light–dependent phosphorylation of CRYs nor blue light–dependent degradation of CRY2 (15, 16) was detected in the plants overexpressing BIC1 or BIC2 (Fig. 3, A to E, and fig. S8); hence, BICs inhibit CRY phosphorylation. Consistent with those results, the bic1 bic2 mutant plants grown in blue or white light accumulated lower levels of CRY2 (Fig. 1, G to J), which seems physiologically hyperactive because the bic1 bic2 mutant is hypersensitive to blue light (Fig. 1, A to C). The BIC-overexpressing plants grown in blue or white light accumulated higher levels of CRY2 (Fig. 1, G to J), which appears mostly inactive because the BIC-overexpressing plants are insensitive to blue light (Fig. 1, A to C). BICs also inhibit the blue light–induced formation of CRY2 photobodies (Fig. 3 and fig. S9), which is another early photoactivation of CRY2 (17–19). Figure 3 shows that CRY2-YFP (CRY2 fused to yellow fluorescent protein) formed photobodies within 60 s of blue-light exposure in the nucleus of the wild-type Arabidopsis protoplasts, whereas no CRY2-YFP photobodies were detected in the protoplasts overexpressing BIC1 or BIC2 after blue-light illumination for up to 60 min (Fig. 3, F and H). In both darkness and light, BIC1 interacted with CRY2 in yeast and HEK293T (human embryonic kidney) cells via the conserved CRY-interacting domain of BIC1 and the photolyase homologous region of CRY2 (Fig. 4, B and F, and fig. S10). The results of the commnunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments indicate that blue light enhances BIC1-CRY2 interaction in plants. BIC1 communoprecipitated CRY2 in seedlings exposed to blue light, but little BIC1-CRY2 complex was coprecipitated in the dark (Fig. 4A). This observation suggests that BIC1 might interact with photoexcited CRY2 to inhibit its activity.

Homodimers are the physiologically active form of plant CRYs (8, 9), but the effect of light on CRY dimerization has not been determined in previous studies (9, 20). This could be explained by, among other interpretations, light-independent CRY dimerization or masking effects of regulatory proteins, such as BICs, on the light-dependent CRY dimerization (9, 20). We reexamined the blue-light dependence of CRY2 dimerization using multiple approaches. In the first experiment, we coexpressed Flag-CRY2 and Myc-CRY2 in HEK293T cells (21–24) and tested the interaction between the two differentially tagged CRY2s by co-IP assay. In the absence of blue light, antibody to Flag coprecipitated little Myc-CRY2 from HEK293T cells (Fig. 4B and fig. S12A). In contrast, antibody to Flag coprecipitated increasing amounts of Myc-CRY2 from HEK293T cells exposed to blue light for 10 to 120 min, thereby demonstrating the light-dependent CRY2 homodimerization in the absence of BIC or other plant proteins (Fig. 4B and fig. S12A). In a control experiment, human CRYs (hCRY1 and hCRY2) exhibited light-independent dimerization (Fig. 4C and fig. S12D), which appears consistent with the light-independent activity of hCRYs in cultured HEK293T cells (25). The blue light–dependent CRY2 dimerization was also detected by the two-hybrid assay in yeast cells (fig. S11) and the bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) assay in Arabidopsis protoplasts (Fig. 3, G and I, and fig. S9). The BiFC assays revealed a more complex behavior of the intermolecular interaction of CRY2:
The BiFC signal resulting from the interaction between nYFP-CRY2 (N terminus of YFP fused to CRY2) and cCFP-CRY2 (C terminus of cyan fluorescent protein fused to CRY2) was detected regardless of blue-light treatment, whereas the fluorescent photobodies resulting from the interaction between nYFP-CRY2 and cCFP-CRY2 were detected only after blue-light treatment (Fig. 3, Ga and I, and fig. S9).

Because photoexcited CRY2 is known to oligomerize into photobodies (18, 19, 23, 24), it is possible that in darkness nYFP-CRY2 and cCFP-CRY2 interact weakly in a manner sufficient to reconstitute the fluorescent BiFC signal but insufficient to enable oligomerization of CRY2 into photobodies. In response to blue light, nYFP-CRY2 and cCFP-CRY2 may interact with higher affinity to reconstitute not only the fluorescent BiFC signals but also fluorescent photobodies.

To test this interpretation, we used co-IP assays to examine effects of blue light on CRY2 dimerization or oligomerization in plants coexpressing GFP-CRY2 (CRY2 fused to green fluorescent protein) and Myc-CRY2 (Fig. 4D). Antibody to GFP coprecipitated little Myc-CRY2 in etiolated seedlings, whereas the same antibody coprecipitated abundant Myc-CRY2 in etiolated seedlings exposed to blue light for 5 to 10 min (Fig. 4D). Similarly, the blue-light–specific CRY2 homodimerization was also detected in adult plants (fig. S12B). We conclude that the high-affinity CRY2 dimerization is a photoreaction in plant cells.

We next investigated the effects of BIC1 on blue light–dependent CRY2 dimerization using
the multiple assays described above. We first examined dimerization of Flag-CRY2 and Myc-CRY2 in HEK293T cells coexpressing BIC1. Figure 4B shows that in the cells coexpressing BIC1, antibody to Flag coprecipitated only residual Myc-CRY2 even after blue-light treatment for up to 120 min, thereby demonstrating that BIC1 suppresses blue light–dependent CRY2 dimerization. The specificity of BIC1 inhibition of CRY2 dimerization is verified by the result that CIB1, which also interacts with photoexcited CRY2 (6, 26), did not inhibit blue light–dependent CRY2 dimerization (Fig. 4E). The BIC1 inhibition of blue light–dependent CRY2 dimerization was also detected by the trihybrid assay in yeast cells (Fig. S11) and by the BiFC photobody assay in Arabidopsis cells (Fig. 3, G and I, and fig. S9). Because physiologically active CRY2 dimers or oligomers are expected to interact with their signaling partners, such as CIB1 and SPA1 (7), we used co-IP assays to test the effects of BIC1 on the blue light–dependent

Fig. 2. CRY and BIC regulate similar transcriptome changes in response to blue light. (A) Venn diagram depicting overlaps among blue light–regulated, CRY-regulated, and BIC-regulated genes determined by RNA sequencing. Five-day-old etiolated seedlings were exposed to blue light (20 μmol m–2 s–1) or kept in the dark for 2 hours. The blue light–regulated genes are defined as those that showed a factor of >2 change of mRNA [fold change (FC) > 2, P < 0.01, false discovery rate < 0.01; see table S2 for details] between light- and dark-treated wild-type plants. The blue light–regulated genes that showed 200% reduction of FC or changed significance to P > 0.01 in cry1cry2 or bic1D-1 are defined as CRY-regulated and BIC-regulated genes, respectively; those that showed similar change in both cry1cry2 and bic1D-1 are defined as CRY- and BIC-regulated (“CB-reg”) genes. (B) Scatter-plot showing plots of log2 (FC) of wild-type (x axis) versus log2 (FC) of cry1cry2 or bic1D-1 (y axis). The dashed lines indicate log2 (FC) = 1 and –1. The colored dots (see key at top) indicate up-regulated or down-regulated genes not co-regulated by CRY and BIC1 (“Non CB-reg”) and genes that are co-regulated by CRY and BIC1 (“CB-reg”). (C and D) Hierarchical clustering (GENE-E) of the change of expression of blue light–induced genes (C) and blue light–repressed genes (D) detected in the indicated genotypes. Scale bars at top indicate relative expression levels of mRNA.

Fig. 3. BIC1 and BIC2 inhibit early photoreactions of cryptochromes. (A and B) BIC1 inhibits blue light–dependent phosphorylation of CRY1 and CRY2 and blue light–dependent degradation of CRY2. Immunoblots of samples prepared from 7-day-old etiolated seedlings (WT, wild type; +BIC1, BIC1-overexpressing) exposed to blue light (30 μmol m–2 s–1) for the indicated times were probed with antibodies to CRY1, CRY2, or HSP90 (loading control). Arrowheads indicate upshift bands of the phosphorylated CRYS. (C to E) Quantification of band intensities, showing CRY phosphorylation [(C), CRY1p/CRY1; (D), CRY2p/CRY2] or CRY2 degradation [(E), CRY2Δ/CRY2Δ]. (F) BIC inhibition of CRY2 photobodies. Protoplasts isolated from 4-week-old plants of indicated genotypes were transfected to express CRY2-YFP, exposed to blue light (20 μmol m–2 s–1) for 0 to 60 min, fixed in 1% formaldehyde, and examined by a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar, 5 μm. (G) BiFC assay showing the blue light–independent (dispersed fluorescence) and blue light–dependent (photobodies) interactions between nYFP-CRY2 and cCFP-CRY2. Protoplasts transfected to express nYFP-CRY2 and cCFP-CRY2 were exposed to blue light and analyzed as in (F). (H) The CRY2-YFP photobody of the experiment shown in (F) was digitized and quantified; 30 nuclei per sample were counted, and the percentage of protoplasts containing photobodies was calculated (+SD; n = 3). (I) Same as (H) but for the nYFP-CRY2/cCFP-CRY2 photobody shown in (G).
Cry2-CIB1 and Cry2-SPa1 interactions. As expected, coexpression of BIC1 suppressed the blue light-dependent Cry2-CIB1 interaction (fig. 4F) and Cry2-SPa1 interaction (fig. S12C), which explains how inhibition of Cry dimerization by BIC1 suppresses Cry2-dependent photoresponses of plants.

Homodimerization appears to be a common mechanism of photoreceptors (27–28). Our study supports a hypothesis that plant Cry s exist as inactive monomers in the absence of light, whereas photoexcited Cry s form active homodimers or oligomers that interact with Cry-signaling proteins to trigger transcription changes responsible for photomorphogenesis; the BIC proteins interact with Crys to prevent Cry homodimerization and thereby maintain the appropriate homeostasis of the active and inactive pools of Crys and sustainability of cellular photosensitivity (fig. S12E). It would be interesting to examine whether photosensitive mammalian Crys and photosensitive insect Crys undergo circadian phase-dependent and light-dependent dimerization, respectively.

Fig. 4. BIC1 interacts with Cry2 to inhibit blue light-dependent Cry2 dimerization and Cry2-CIB1 interaction. (A) Seven-day-old etiolated seedlings expressing 3S::BIC1-GFP or 3S::GFP (control) were exposed to blue light (30 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) for 0 to 120 min and immunoprecipitated by GFP-trap beads. The IP (BIC1) and co-IP signals (Cry2) were detected by immunoblots probed with antibodies to GFP and Cry2, respectively. (B) HEK293T cells were cotransfected to express the indicated proteins, exposed to blue light (180 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) for 0 to 120 min, and immunoprecipitated by antibody to Flag (Flag-IP). The IP signal (Flag-Cry2) or the co-IP signals (Myc-Cry2 and BIC1) were detected by immunoblots probed with antibodies to GFP and CRY2, respectively. (C) Co-IP assays showing light-independent dimerization of human CRY2 (hCRY2) in HEK293T cells. (D) Seven-day-old etiolated transgenic seedlings coexpressing the indicated proteins were exposed to blue light (30 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) for 0 to 10 min and immunoprecipitated by the GFP-trap beads. The IP signal (GFP-CRY2) and the co-IP signal (Myc-CRY2) were detected by immunoblots probed with antibodies to GFP or Myc, respectively. (E) HEK293T cells transfected to express the indicated fusion proteins were kept in the dark (−Blue) or exposed to blue light (180 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) for 2 hours (+Blue) and analyzed by co-IP assay as in (B). (F) HEK293T cells coexpressing the indicated proteins were exposed to blue light (180 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹) for 0 to 120 min. The IP signal (Cry2) or the co-IP signals (CIB1 and BIC1) were detected by immunoblots probed with antibodies to Flag or to GFP and, respectively.
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### Intercellular communication and conjugation are mediated by ESX secretion systems in mycobacteria

Todd A. Gray,1,2,∗ Ryan R. Clark,1 Nathalie Boucher,1 Pascal Lapierre,1 Carol Smith,1 Keith M. Derbysbhire1,2,∗

Communal bacterial processes require intercellular communication mediated by secretion systems to coordinate appropriate molecular responses. Intercellular communication has not been described previously in mycobacteria. Here we show that the ESX secretion-system family member ESX-4 is essential for conjugal recipient activity in *Mycobacterium smegmatis*. Transcription of esx4 genes in the recipient requires coculture with a donor strain and a functional ESX-1 apparatus in the recipient. Conversely, mutation of the donor ESX-1 apparatus amplifies the esx4 transcriptional response in the recipient. The effect of ESX-1 on esx4 transcription correlates with conjugal DNA transfer efficiencies. Our data show that intercellular communication via ESX-1 controls the expression of its evolutionary progenitor, ESX-4, to promote conjugation between mycobacteria.

*Mycobacterium smegmatis* is a fast-growing saprophytic and nonpathogenic species that has been used as a model for slow-growing pathogenic species (7). *M. smegmatis* has three esx loci that encode the ESX-1, ESX-3, and ESX-4 secretion apparatuses. In *M. smegmatis*, the ESX-4 apparatus is required for distributive conjugal transfer (DCT), a distinct gene transfer process that occurs between independent and genetically distinct donor and recipient strains and results in progeny with mosaic genomes (fig. S1) (6–11). Mutations that inactivate ESX-1 in either the donor or recipient strains of *M. smegmatis* alter conjugal DNA transfer efficiencies. A direct model, in which ESX-1 is proposed to serve as the conduit for DNA traversing from the donor strain into the recipient, is ruled out by the finding that esx1 mutations in the donor strain increase DNA transfer efficiencies up to 100-fold (9). Conversely, ESX-1 mutations in the recipient reduce DNA transfer to undetectable levels (8). Recent findings further show that genes determining donor or recipient mating identity in DCT have been mapped to a cluster of six of the 25 esx genes (17). The disparate roles for the various ESX secretion apparatuses, in both slow- and fast-growing mycobacteria, indicate that they mediate secretion of substrates that function in diverse pathways.

The *esx4* locus appears to encode only the essential core components of a functional ESX apparatus and lack *esx1* and *espG* genes that are functionally important for substrate secretion and processing in other ESX systems (12, 13). This observation and the absence of any identified activity for ESX-4 led to the speculation that it is a vestigial locus (5). Loci encoding ESX-4 secretion systems are also found in other Actinobacteria and Firmicutes, which suggests that ESX-4 is the progenitor ESX (2, 3). In spite of its ancestral status, conserved composition, and broad distribution, a functional role for ESX-4 has not been identified.

Here we report mapping of a transposon insertion in the recipient *esx4* locus that abolished conjugation (Fig. 1). The transposon inserted into the recipient ortholog of *Msmeg_1536*, encoding a dedicated FtsK-SpoIIE-ATPase, EccC4 (the subscript “4” indicates the associated *esx* locus), whose paralogs in other *esx* loci are required for function of their respective ESX apparatus (1, 14). To ensure that the transposon insertion resulted in a null phenotype, we created a precise deletion of *eccC4* in the recipient, and it too was defective for DCT (Fig. 1). To formally rule out any possibility of ESX-4 secretion activity, we created a precise deletion of *Msmeg_1535*, encoding the ESX-4 transporter, EccDp. The recipient *eccDp* mutant was also transfer-defective (Fig. 1). Deletion of *esx1C* or *esx2D* from the donor strain, however, did not abrogate conjugation (Fig. 1).

Only one gene is exclusive to *esx4* (Fig. 1B). *Msmeg_1537* is of unknown function and is conserved in position in all *esx* loci, but homologs are not found in other paralogous *esx* loci. The conserved presence of this gene within the *esx4* locus led us to hypothesize that it is necessary for ESX-4 function. We created a deletion mutant of *Msmeg_1537* in the recipient strain and found that this mutant strain was also defective for DCT, producing no transconjugants. Complementation by ectopic expression of *Msmeg_1537* restored conjugation (Fig. 1).

Together, these data show that ESX-4 is essential for DCT in the recipient but not the donor.
Photoactivation and inactivation of *Arabidopsis* cryptochrome 2

Qin Wang, Zecheng Zuo, Xu Wang, Lianfeng Gu, Takeshi Yoshizumi, Zhaohong Yang, Liang Yang, Qing Liu, Wei Liu, Yun-Jeong Han, Jeong-II Kim, Bin Liu, James A. Wohlschlegel, Minami Matsui, Yoshito Oka and Chentao Lin (October 20, 2016) *Science* **354** (6310), 343-347. [doi: 10.1126/science.aaf9030]

Editor's Summary

**Turning off the blue-light response**

In plants, blue light is perceived by cryptochromes, which, once activated, set off signaling events that regulate gene expression, circadian rhythms, and photomorphogenesis. Wang *et al.* now show that in the model plant *Arabidopsis*, one of the functions of activated cryptochromes, which are dimers or oligomers when active, is to activate production of the protein BIC1 (blue-light inhibitor of cryptochromes 1) (see the Perspective by Fankhauser and Ulm). BIC1 then favors monomerization and thus inactivation of the cryptochromes. This feedback loop resets the system so that blue-light responses can be turned off as well as turned on.

*Science*, this issue p. 343; see also p. 282